An Ultra-Low-Cost Active Multispectral Crop Diagnostics Device
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Abstract—A multispectral imaging system is presented, using components that will support its deployment within the world of small-holder agriculture. An active narrowband illumination set-up was selected, which allowed a low-cost broadband image sensor to be used. The preliminary set-up has been demonstrated with droughted tomato plants as a proof of concept. The results demonstrated a 5, 28 and 90% deterioration after day 1, 2 and 3 respectively; calculated by the disease/water stress index. Initial analysis showed that for specific applications the device be used in lieu of high-cost diffraction gratings, however additional innovation is required to negate unwanted sensing phenomena.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Agrarian technology has developed significantly over the past decade, with the precision agriculture movement minimising superfluous operational and environmental costs. The application of spectral technology in-field has allowed for real-time monitoring and control of various stress factors. This growing understanding, of both biotic and abiotic stimuli, has allowed for increasing efficiency despite shifting climatic dynamics reducing the efficacy of traditional methods. Unfortunately, the potential benefit of this research is yet to be wholly realised within the industry, with the price-tag of cutting-edge technology leaving initial benefits to the larger conglomerates. As contemporary agricultural practices, reformed by innovative technology, evolve, the feasibility for small-scale farming returns and with it the requirement for relevant technology.

Spectral imaging creates multi-dimensional arrays of information which, due to the varying spectral interaction with plant tissue, can be interpreted to monitor the status of the plant. It has been applied to plant pathology as a powerful diagnostic tool to generate information-rich datasets, however, it is still a science very much under development; with much of the data texture yet to be fully interpreted and the volume of the data generated an additional barrier to implementation. Current industrial analytical devices include averaged point measurements and two-dimensional imaging, which link the literature on plant responses to optical cues. These have been applied positively, but lack reliability and depth of information due to their resolution and configuration. The most common form of spectral imaging is passive, where the reflected light is filtered, usually through a diffraction grating, which allows a small amount of light to pass onto an image sensor; this method is robust to ambient lighting, outside extremes, and allows for very high spectral resolution over contiguous bands (hyperspectral). In active systems, the process is inverted, typically using a narrow band light source and a less sensitive detector but requires a controlled environment and results in a lower spectral resolution with discrete values (multispectral). Fortunately, the spectral information from crop samples, within the silicon response region, is smooth, as are most spectra containing structural information [1]. This means that a multispectral technique is sufficient for most crop diagnostics.

Plant tissue optics are complex due to the variability in both composition and orientation of the samples. Incident radiation comes into contact with the plant surface, where some reflects off the waxy cuticle in the form of specular reflectance, whilst the rest is refracted within the plant tissue, see Figure 1. It is the latter interaction that contains information about the internal sample composition. The dispersed light is either transmitted through the leaf, absorbed within the cell structure or reflected in the form of backscattered reflection. As the structure of leaf tissue is comprised of multiple layers, with varying composition, wavelengths penetrate to different depths [2] where light that reaches the spongy mesophyll is scattered. This explains plant tissue’s apparent non-Lambertian reflectance, outlining why samples are often fixed in place before being imaged. This paper submits a prototype with features aimed at a specific application in order to negate previous shortfalls and capitalise on the availability of modern components.
II. MULTISPECTRAL PROTOTYPE DESIGN

This study investigated the application of a low-cost multispectral imaging system in a commercial indoor growing setting. The aim was to demonstrate the general technology readiness of such a low-cost system, whilst including information vital for crop performance and surveillance. This was achieved by (1) Demonstration of the prototype in a commercial growing environment; without specialised operation required. (2) Critical evaluation of the initial trial data; including the relevance of measurements. (3) Discussion of points of merit and shortfalls to inform a next generation setup.

A. Component Breakdown

The imaging system is designed to take advantage of the ever-reducing costs of consumer electronics. It has been produced in a modular fashion, so that the camera module and optics can easily be replaced to suit the specification; the imaging sensor currently used is the Sony IMX219, on an edited Pi NoIR v2 board in conjunction with the Raspberry Pi 3 embedded system. Light emitting diodes (LEDs) significantly reduce the amount of energy transferred to the sample over the full scan when compared to filament bulbs, and thus the temperature change of the sample. This narrow-band illumination method was demonstrated previously to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on a passive system [3] and take advantage of higher spatial resolution cameras with a two band active system [4]. Our method uses an automated system with 35 active bands (full width half maximum (FWHM) of ~10nm), evenly spaced within 400-980nm, able to create Spectral Vegetation Indices (SVIs) and forming a spectral reflectance plot for analysis. The illumination is driven from a custom printed circuit board (PCB) which, to maximise application in the field, permits the whole system to run off 12-24V dc supply. The entire bill of materials of the imaging system comes in under $400, without quantity reductions, and can be run from any laptop or mobile device with Wi-Fi capabilities.

B. Mechanical Design

There are a number of issues when attempting to image entire plant samples, or even canopies, which result from the heterogeneity within leaves and plant species. It has been known for some time that this illumination needs to be homogeneous, inside the field of view (FOV), so the LEDs used are collimated to ~10° before being back projected into an integrated hemisphere, see Figure 2, coated in a Barium Sulphate and white latex solution [5]. The housing was left open to allow access, thus the imaging took place in a dark environment (an indoor growing facility with controlled lighting); a shroud could be added for use outdoors.

C. System Operation

In order to maximise the SNR, the intensity of the narrowband sources and the exposure time of the acquisition are set using a barium sulphate reference object, due to its high uniform reflectance across the VIS-NIR. Once an object distance has been set, using a desired field of view, and the lens focussed manually, the automated system calibration is run. The values were chosen via an iterative approach, reducing the error step after each iteration, with a set-point intensity just below the saturation threshold of 90%; as plant tissue does not reflect as much as the tile this procedure maximises the dynamic range of the system, whilst preventing saturation. This operation meant that the data had to be normalised using this white tile set during pre-processing. This was achieved using an automated MATLAB (Mathworks Inc.) script, allowing the calibration to be repeated each time the set-up changes. During acquisition, a sample is placed in the centre of the housing with a spatial resolution setting of 0.1 - 0.5 mm, with a corresponding scan routine of 180 - 30 s respectively. As the images are acquired through a Bayer filter, it is important to use a direct (1) and not weighted (2) intensity conversion, to prevent channels from being suppressed.

\[
I = \frac{(R + G + B)}{3} \quad (1)
\]

\[
I = \frac{(0.3 \times R + 0.6 \times G + 0.1 \times B)}{3} \quad (2)
\]

The background was removed using a Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) threshold, before the image was normalised using a calibration tile matrix and the max intensity value for the spectra (3).

\[
I(\lambda) = \frac{I_{\text{RAW}}(\lambda) \times C(\lambda) \times I_{\text{MAX}}}{3} \quad (3)
\]

From here further SVIs were calculated, see Table 1, before the mean and standard deviation of each day plotted as a reflectance spectra.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SVI</th>
<th>Full Name</th>
<th>Measurand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NDVI [6]</td>
<td>Normalised difference vegetation index</td>
<td>Plant Tissue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSRI [7]</td>
<td>Plant senescence reflectance index</td>
<td>Senescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWSI [8]</td>
<td>Disease/water stress index</td>
<td>Stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI [9]</td>
<td>Water index</td>
<td>Water content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVI [10]</td>
<td>Triangular vegetation index</td>
<td>Pigment content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. EARLY RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The prototype system has been initially demonstrated using tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) plants, grown indoors under controlled conditions. The drought experiment was undertaken with six control plants and six plants that were not watered for three days with a scan taken apiece for each day. As you can see from Figure 3, the rate of senescence (spectra deformity) was small after the second day, however, the resultant change on the third in agreement with past literature of drought tissue degradation [11]. When comparing to the control plants there is a significant change when considering SVIs, even after only one day. It is well known that various SVIs have a strong correlation to their respective measurand, thus SVIs focused on plant stress and water content were selected, see Table 1. These metrics are often misleading and have little use in isolation; thus a percentage change from the control subset was calculated for each day and each SVI using (4).

\[
\Delta SVI(\%) = 100 \times \left( SVI_D(t) - SVI_C(t) \right) / SVI_C(t) \quad (4)
\]

In order to demonstrate this information clearly, a radar plot was used which displays the respective variation of each day for the selected SVIs, see Figure 4. This demonstrates the overall picture of reducing health over the trial, with increasing senescence whilst a reduction in water content.

Unfortunately, the rate of change of the crop sample reflectance, combined with the limited sampling rate, mean that further trials are required to effectively map out the trend of drought stress, and identify how early the process could become apparent that in order to image at the plant or canopy level, the reflectance measurements themselves do not tell the full story and in fact recording the structure of the sample is necessary [12]. Thus future designs will look at methods to record the surface orientation. The speed of acquisition currently limits high-throughput analysis and thus a more sensitive imaging unit is being considered.

This equipment has opened the doors for applications of this method of sensing allowing for samples to be imaged in-situ, with accessible techniques and components. It is apparent that this low-cost spectral imaging device is a significant contribution to the world of crop research and agriculture.
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